The Multi-Mission System (MMS) is the evolution of the RA-1 system, to include the addition of drogue capability. It keeps all the existing features of the RA-1 system, such as the bio-contour, magnet riser covers, inspection windows and high altitude seat while allowing the user to choose from a complete set of deployment methods.

The MMS Operating Modes Include:

**Without a drogue**
- Spring pilot chute with over-the-shoulder ripcord
- Double-bag static line
- Hand deploy

**With a drogue**
- Self-set drogue
- Jumpmaster-set drogue
- Static line drogue
- Release-away static line drogue

The conversion from one mode to another is easy to perform, with no special tools required.
The MMS has been designed as a true versatile parachute system. Most of the features are common to the various deployment methods to simplify the training and the use of the system. The MMS is available with a variety of attachment points and handle configuration. In the drogue versions, there are two drogue release handles (right hand in the front of the harness, left hand at the bottom of the container). The main release handle is coupled with the drogue release handle. The MMS accommodates the Intruder® 360 Main and Reserve canopies, or the Hi-5 370 Main and Reserve canopies.